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For one or two term courses in Descriptive Geometry in Engineering Drawing Departments. The

most widely-used descriptive geometry text - featuring a simplified organization that introduces

principles in relatively short units in order of need and of difficulty. A wide variety of engineering

applications, step-by-step solution illustrations, and abstract, laboratory, practical, and computer

problems/projects (with solutions) highlight each chapter.
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The most widely-used descriptive geometry text -- featuring a simplified organization that introduces

principles in relatively short units in order of need and of difficulty. A wide variety of engineering

applications, step-by-step solution illustrations, and abstract, laboratory, practical, and computer

problems/projects (with solutions) highlight each chapter.

In this book the author has fulfilled the need for a descriptive geometry textbook in which the

fundamentals are presented in the same pedagogically sound units of work, as they are usually

introduced in daily presentation.

The book uses many examples to try and explain things in 3D using 2D drawings.

The book was pretty much brand no. There was little to no damage from shipping and the price was



very reasonable.

This book was a required for a drafting course I took. I found the book a little difficult to understand

in some areas. The book seemed a bit dated as well.

it was a book for school

a critical insight that is rarely offered today.

These are wonderful. So pretty and easy to work with. Excellent product. Works just as advertised

and good followup by seller. what a deal for the money I will probably end up buying another set or

two for the holidays. Overall a fantastic product that I would definitely recommend.

I'm an instructor for Descriptive Geometry and am amazed at how a company can release a book

so poorly edited. I'm now using the second edition and the same problems still exist. The views are

incorrect, information is missing, and the CD problem sets are largely missing and incorrectly labled.

Good example - 1st chapter all 11 review problems are either incorrectly dimensioned, the views

incorrect, hidden lines are shown as solid, etc. In chapter 3 of the nine review problems given, the

CD only gives three of them and all three are incorrectly labled. Oh - and if you want to show the

answers from the instructors CD on an overhead projector most of the answers problems object

lines are dark grey on a black background. Need I say more?

I implore all who take a course in college, high school, or other institution in Descriptive Geometry

not to read this book. It reads in a doctorial level of understanding and is only a good book to

understand theory rather than application. Moreover, its problems and self-test problems make

learning even harder because the author fails to give specific details invaluable to understanding the

problem. I give this book one star for weak illustrations and poor explanations.
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